FRENCH  POLITICAL THOUGHT
of Tocqueville, the broad outlook of Remusat, the deep grasp
of fundamental principles of Constant. It might be unfair to
say that his function is to represent the Liberal tradition at its
worst; his role, it seems to us, is more to show the essentially
opportunist and class policy of French Liberalism : he is, says
Michel,1 " le theoricien par excellence de ropportunisme."
He would doubtless have loudly protested against this descrip-
tion, but any study, however slight, shows its accuracy. Of
first principles there are few if any traces in his writings; it
may be doubted if he really knew what a first principle was.2
The opportunism appears mainly in two ways: first in his
use of power when in office, and his turning back on positions
adopted while in opposition; and secondly in the ingenuity
by which he uses political philosophy to justify the ascendancy
of a class.
Rarely has any political theorist or statesman more frankly
and naively identified the interests and destinies of a nation
with those of his own class. A moment ago we denied to Guizot
the grasp of any first principle: we were wrong ; the supremacy
of the middle class, its natural monopoly of political wisdom,
the absolute coincidence between its development and the
rise of civilization—all this was to Guizot the first of all first
principles, the axiom of axioms; and on it was built up all his
political thought. His theory of le pays legal—his euphemism
for the restriction of the suffrage and political power to a middle
class of some quarter of a million—is worth exposing. " In
every society/' he says,3 " there exists a certain sum of right
ideas and of legitimate wills concerning the reciprocal rights
of men. This ' Public Reason ' is alone entitled to govern ; it re-
presents Right. Its views can be ascertained by Representation,
the aim of which is to discover truth according to reason : it
is a natural process for extracting from the bosom of society
1	Op. citt> p. 292.
2	See for a proof of this the passage in Des Moyens de Gouvernement et
^Opposition, p. 136, where he shows the impossibility of differentiating opinions
from interests. Were not the author known, our tendency would be to assign
it to Marx! It should be added that this blindness to principle refers to
politics only; Guizot was quite otherwise in morals and religion.
3	Histoire du Gouvernement reprtsentatif, i., p. 149.
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